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The Legend of Whales is a 2D animated graduate thesis film. The entire film, including 
the credits, is 7 minutes 20 seconds long. The duration of the production went from September 
2018 to May 2019. 
 
This is a story about the cycle of destiny which takes place in an ancient Viking-inspired 
fishing village. The main character, Bion, is born with a special connection with the enemy of 
the village, a species of whale. One day he meets a beluga whale and is immediately drawn to the 
beautiful creature. After a friendly meeting, they build up a bonded relationship, even though 
their connection is forbidden by the law of the village. In the end, Bion’s bond is so strong he 
sacrifices himself to protect his whale friend from being killed by the chief. The boy’s spirit 
transforms into a whale and accidently causes a flood that destroys the village and drowns the 
chief, and Bion finally joins the family of whales and returns to where he belongs alongside his 
friend. 
 
The Legend of Whales is a 2D animation that is produced with multiple software 
programs, including TVPaint Animation Pro 11, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe After Effects and 
Adobe Premiere. The final output format is 1080P HD with stereophonic track. This thesis is a 
combination of creativity, techniques, artistic inspiration and a strong personal motivation for 
storytelling and to challenge myself, putting all the skills I’ve accumulated during my academic 
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Synopsis of the Film 
The Legend of Whales was a myth that takes place in a fictitious ancient European 
fishing village. This village has a dark history that the elder generation conceals as a taboo 
subject -- the village had once been destroyed once hundreds of years ago by a flood caused by a 
giant whale. At the time of the tragedy, people lost their homes and struggled for many years to 
rebuild their tiny community. As a result, the village elders hated all whales, and even decreed a 
law to forbid any kind of contact with them. However, the younger generations were less and 
less aware of this history. The main character, Bion, is an innocent young boy from the village 
who was ignorant of the tragic past. He had a hand-crafted wooden whale sculpture which he 
found long ago when he was young and treasures dearly. One day, as he happily played with the 
carving, he was caught by the village chief who grabbed it from Bion’s hands and smashed it. 
Upset and confused, Bion sulked down at the beach alone, where he found something glowing 
under the surface of the ocean waters. It was a beluga whale: a small one that he could tell was 
still young, like him. The beluga looked straight into Bion’s eyes as if he was asking Bion to 
come and join him.  Bion, drawn by the creature of his village’s legend, followed the beluga into 
the ocean, falling dangerously below the waves until he loses air and blacks out. When he 
regains consciousness, he wakes up on the back of the whale to the most beautiful view that he 
had never experienced in his life. Bion was amazed, and he even forgets his fear of drowning. 
Driven by curiosity, or rather, a call from within himself, he sets out to explore the beauty of the 
ocean with the whale. They enjoy their time together, diving into the water, seeing mysterious 
views and riding with the current and the waves. Time flies, years pass, and they become very 
close friends, even like family. They continue their secret daily routine hoping no one would find 
out, until one day the chief discovers their secret meeting.  
 
Bion is shocked to see the villagers have gathered together with the chief, spears raised, 
ready to kill the whale. Bion tries to persuade the chief to change his mind but fails. The chief 
grabs his staff to restore law and order and to defend his status, and turns towards the whale. He 
hurls his spear at the whale. To protect the whale from certain death, Bion leaps towards the 
whale and throws his body in the path of the flying spear. 
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Bion is impaled by the spear and thrust into the air. At that moment, Bion is magically 
transformed into a whale and crashes into the ocean waves. As a result, this impact causes a 
massive wave to rise that drowns the chief and wipes out the village. Beneath the waves, Bion, 




This film could not be done without the support and help I’ve gotten from the amazing 
artists that surround me.  They offered me both aesthetic inspiration and social support.  
 
The first person I would like to thank is my thesis advisor Brian Larson. He was an 
effective mentor from different perspectives: not only did he guide me through the process of 
brainstorming in multiple ways, but he also helped me to set up boundaries and notices for when 
I was getting off track. Also, he always drove me to face my challenges directly instead of taking 
shortcuts. He helped me even during times when I was almost emotionally breaking down, under 
the pressure of reaching the deadline, and I felt I could not get it done. He never gave up on me. 
Instead, he helped me to stay calm and to try to figure out a better way to get my film done more 
efficiently.  
 
I was also greatly appreciative to have Mari Blanchard and Alexander Montoya as my 
committee members. They helped a lot with fixing the logical problems with my original idea, 
and inspired me a lot to solve those glitches with visual storytelling. Most importantly, they 
made me realize the visual aspect of my film is a powerful tool for my film: it is not all about 
how perfect the script is, but the way you guide the audience’s eyes and the way you want them 
to see it. Also, I would like to give my appreciation to those who helped me bring this film to 
life, my composer Shoghi Hayes and sound designer Linyao Zhang. Shoghi is such a talented 
and professional composer who could always get the idea I was trying to pursue immediately. 
The communication with him was always easy and we maintained a friendly and easygoing 
professional relationship. Moreover, the works he did for me were always brilliant. The film 
could not be done without their amazing skills. 
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Thanks for these wonderful people who worked with me on this film. This experience 
made me understand one thing over all: filmmaking is all about teamwork. It is more than 
important to absorb different ideas and learn from each other in order to tell a story in the way 
average people can understand. 
 
The Legend of whales Inspiration 
Idea Development and Visual Styling 
When it came to developing my idea, I was certain I wanted to explore darker themes in 
my story. To be exact, instead of a visually gruesome film, my goal was to tell a story with some 
ambiguity in its story—to portray a shade of darkness and gloom behind beautiful images. 
Moreover, rather than show a story that is either good or bad with a straightforward ending, my 
interest lied in the ambivalence and unclarity that we see in real life. As the old saying goes 
“Every coin has two sides”, things we’ve been experienced in life would not be simply divided 
into black or white, instead, most of them lay in the greyish area that cannot be define with 
purely right or wrong. Like in some cases, people make a decision out of justice but end up with 
bad consequence; or sometimes people try to protect however at the expense of sacrificing the 
innocent. People weigh pros and cons every time to make a better choice, however, the 
consequence is still unpredictable in some cases. So, in my story, I prefer to keep this desperate 
feeling and letting the audience relate to their own conditions.  
 
While I set my goals on a ‘dark’ story, that does not equate to horrific or 
frightening. Instead of extreme, jump-scare visual elements and creating terrifying tone, I 
preferred to focus on storytelling that involves depth and double meanings. That is, if I was 
successful, my film could be initially approached without much expectation, but in the 
conclusion, there is more meaning to certain elements, and things can be interpreted differently 
with the context of the ending. Moreover, when viewing excerpts or frames of the film at a 
glance, the film will not appear shocking, but when put together and presented with the full 
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story, the viewers can understand the feelings of darkness, desperation, and struggle in my film. 
These ideas about story and theme constituted the main goal for my film. 
 
In order to make the audience empathize with the story, I felt it was better to choose a 
universal topic. In this case, focusing on the concept of fate was fitting for my goals. Fate is a 
theme that has concerned people across many cultures, nations, and eras; something we still 
continually debate today in epistemology and philosophy. In the past, before lots of things could 
be explained by science, people at that time relate the phenomenon that would not make sense to 
the fate that had been prewritten by the power beyond human being; even nowadays, when 
technology has been well developed and our knowledge of the universe has grown  a lot, we still 
have the saying “what happened to us is destined”. Although the saying might not be true, and 
people may not truly believe in it, it has already become a mantra, and fate is the topic that 
would never fade in daily life. For some, fate is a mystery, and sometimes it goes completely 
beyond our control: despite every effort to change things, it is futile to combat fate. This sort of 
situation has personal reference to my own life. It may not be a message of deep sagely wisdom, 
but experiences expressing this perspective on fate create relatable, desperate feelings in 
everyone. In relying on these universal feelings of struggle, futility, and desperation, I would 
form the mood expressed by my film. 
 
At the beginning of developing the idea, the images that first came to my mind were that 
of a dreamy sequence of a giant whale flying across the sky above the wild but peaceful ocean. 
This conception is partly inspired by the animated feature film Big Fish & Begonia [1], which 
tells a story about fate, recompense and the cycle of life. In this film, there is a saying: when 
people die, their spirit turns into giant fish. Following the path of the ocean, spirits will return to 
the origin of life, letting go their past memory and accepting a new life. Inspired by the ideas in 
this film, I felt compelled to use the whale as a perfect spiritual symbol of a pure, innocent soul 
and the rebirth of new life. From this, I achieved the foundation for my film’s story: the 
relationship between a boy and a whale. 
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(Fig. 3. 1. 1)                                            (Fig. 3. 1. 2) 
 
(Fig. 3. 1. 3) 
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As I was also inspired by beautiful imagery of this film, there was no doubt that I would 
start with visual development and planning a visual style for layouts, which in turn were used to 
help define the basic tone of this story later. I started with several color sketches of the “whale in 
the sky” sequence, which contained several versions of low-saturation color palettes, abstract 
color blocks, and monochrome color. I found that a combination of few colors and contrasting 
value could help with creating a sense of calm and mystery. So, I decided to pursue a style with 
monochrome color, keeping a minimum amount of highlight to define the focus point. This 
visual style helped greatly in creating the night scene landscapes that worked for my story.   
 
(Fig. 3. 1. 4) 
 
After figuring out a general style for the layouts, I next moved immediately into the 
process of developing the main character that fit in with both the story and the scenes. Starting 
by developing my knowledge of the personality of the character, I would know more 
instinctively how he would dress and respond. By focusing on the character in this way early on, 
my hope was the story would come together in a more natural way.  
 
The main character is a young boy around 7 years old, and he is innocent, pure, and 
inquisitive to everything around him. Since he was born and raised in an ancient fishing village 
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with a history of suffering, and slowly recovering from a terrible disaster, he must be dressed 
simply and organically, adorned with no modern technology or trinkets, and perhaps even in old 
hand-me-down clothes that fit poorly. With these facts in mind, I designed him as a skinny boy 
with relatively long hair, wearing a short tank but slightly baggy pants in a generic, old European 
style, which looks somewhat poorly made and humble. The design of the boy also influenced 
other aspects of the film. To match the design of the boy and to make it possible to visualizing 
the boy and whale in the same camera, I have to consider the size of the whale very carefully. 
The original idea is designing a Balaenoptera as one of the main characters to maintain the 
consistency of the concept arts I already have. However, the size of the Balaenoptera is 
tremendous, so it’s almost impossible to make him and Bion acting within the same shot, or all 
the details like facial expressions and subtle body languages would be erased. Inspired by my 
advisor Brian, I try to research different species of whales to see if one of them would fit the 
need of the animation better, and then I find my answer – the Beluga – which has relatively 
smaller size, soft body, and innocent face. After that I tried to sketch out several different 
versions of design and end up created a roundish “bean-shape” beluga whale that looks like a 
baby and appears harmless and friendly. As for the chief, who stands in the opposition to these 
two characters, I decided he should also contrast them in how he looks, so I designed him with a 
strong shape with defined edges, as well as a more complex, intricately designed outfit, to make 
him look authoritative, mean, and aggressive.  
 
Pre-Production 
Script and Voice Recording 
Due to the main goals of this film, delivering ambivalent feelings of desperation to the 
audience, I felt it would be more effective to minimize the sound effects and voice in order to 
maintain a quiet atmosphere. For that reason, I made the decision to get rid of all the dialogue 
within the entire piece. However, it was difficult to decide if I should keep the voiceover for my 
establishing shot or not. My concern with this was it might be awkward and out of place to only 
have voice at the beginning while keeping the rest of the film silent. Yet, without the voice, the 
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background story might be too complicated to be adequately delivered only using visuals within 
such a limited amount of time.  
 
After extensive consideration, with the objective to convey the story clearly in mind, I 
decided to use the voiceover. When I started writing the draft of the script, I tried to emulate 
diction that gave the feeling of an elder telling a story to the younger generation. Upon 
completion of each draft, I would read it aloud and time how long it took. Eventually, the final 
version was finished and adhered to a time range of 40 to 50 seconds, which was still a little 
longer than preferred, but in a practical range. The content of the script composed of the old 
history of the ancient fishing village, the voice in my imagination was an old, wise man, as he 
could be thought of as a witness to the disaster, or one of those who had suffered the tough 
process of recovering. For this reason, I sought out a deep, low-pitched voice with experience 
and wisdom. I reached out to my academic advisor, Thomas Gasek; he was my preferred choice 
as he had the voice that fit in well with my story’s needs. During our session, I gave direction 
that would produce what I needed for my voice over. For example, I asked Tom to slow his 
speech during the first recording, leaving space for the audience to digest the information they 
received and absorb to the images themselves. The first recording went well and I got a pretty 
satisfying result, and it was contained to around 45 seconds. 
 
Problems to be solved before storyboarding 
The story was getting clearer at this stage, however there were two main problems still at 
the front of my mind. Firstly, I was conflicted in how to visualize the big background pre-story 
of the village at the beginning. Secondly, I was struggling with how to show that the relationship 
between Bion and the whale is strong enough that he would be willing to sacrifice his own life to 
protect the whale.  
 
In order to come up with a solution, I studied several animations that succeeded in telling 
a background story through short animated sequences. In conclusion there were two typical ways 
that had been used in this type of storytelling. One method was the use of still images put 
together with voiceover, such as in the opening sequence of Beauty and Beast. In that film, those 
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images that were used to telling the story resembled the narrative imagery on cathedral stained 
glass windows with the Gothic style in Europe. This style fit in with the themes and content of 
the setting the story is based in and the design of the castle in the film, making it easier for the 
audience to figure out the time period. With the help of the voiceover, the set up to the story of 
Beauty and the Beast was clearly described, and this method functions well with the goal of 
telling a complex story within a limited time frame. 
 
In addition to this, there was another visual storytelling method that has been increasingly 
put to use, especially in games: the animated graphic novel style. An example of this is the CG 
animations that Blizzard uses for character background instructions in several games, such as 
Overwatch and Warcraft. Basically, the animation is formed with several fully rendered layouts 
with cutout elements on different layers, and different layers have limited animation like shifting 
or rotating based on the content and timing of the voiceover. Also, camera movement plays a 
large role in this method: subtle panning and zooming were applied to the image when the 
voiceover is gentle and relaxed, and then when the story reached the climax, the camera 
movement became more dramatic, and camera shake and fast panning would be applied. 
 
To figure out which method worked better for my film, I decided to do some tests with 
sketchy layouts and voiceover. After several attempts, I came up with the conclusion that 
involving too many camera movements seemed to speed up the pace of the opening sequences. 
For that reason, as I was already displaying enough information for the audience to digest within 
such a short time, I wanted them to focus more on the images and scripts, instead of getting 
distracted by the camera movement and extra animations. Therefore, I decided to use the method 




(Fig. 4. 2. 1) 
 
After figuring out the establishing sequence, I moved forward to the second concern, 
which is how to show the relationship was strong enough for Bion to sacrifice his own life. From 
my perspective, there were two solutions to solve this problem. One option was to make this 
story occur within one day, and explicitly show Bion and the whale being together and having 
fun, and also show the whale saving Bion’s life. The other option was to show Bion growing up 
in this film to indicate that they had been together for years. 
 
Initially, I preferred to go for the first option, as I concerns about making this film too 
long and distracting the focus from the climax too much. I had a discussion with my advisor 
Brian and he asked me to try different versions of storyboard to see if visualizing could help with 
this problem.  
 
Storyboard 
Storyboarding is always the most challenging part for me among the entire pre-
production process. It is of great significance to get the story across in a clear and efficient way, 
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and at the same time, it is also important to apply more dynamic shots, camera angles and 
depictions matching the tone. One must not only make sure the audience understands the story 
correctly, but also keep them engaged. 
 
It took me several attempts to come up with a version of the boards that would work well 
and help to fix the logical problems. In fact, this even inspired me to adjust the original story a 
little bit to get it across better. In the first version, I tried to keep the whole story within the 
setting of one day, and this took an excessive amount of time to show how the whale saved Bion 
from drowning and the time they spent together building their relationship. However, the critique 
I received from my advisor and committee members was that their attention was attracted to the 
happiness between Bion and the whale. Yet the climax, which supposed to show the main 
conflict between Bion and the chief, was not strong enough to keep the viewer’s attention. From 
then on, I realized instead of getting bogged down by the concerns surrounding Bion’s 
relationship with the whale, delivering the original idea should be my priority.  
 
In order to save time and effort in depicting their relationship, I decided to go for the 
alternative option to earlier, which was to extend the time span in the film. Making Bion grow up 
would be the most straightforward way to show they’ve been together long enough to maintain a 
strong relationship. Aside from that, the only problem that remained was to plan a shot to show 
the passage of time and Bion growing up, and to design a grown version of Bion that make his 
aging distinguishable, but the audience can still tell they are the same person. 
 
Even though I had to move forward with the animatic due to the tight schedule, I kept 
going back to adjust the storyboard, because in this process I gradually realized some shots 
would function well together while some shots could be discarded. The thing I had learned 
during this process was that storyboarding and creating animatic are two processes that work best 
helping to refining each other. Storyboard helps to deal with the logic, compositions, and 




The animatic is not just an acting version of storyboard, but instead, it always draws 
attention on aspects that need to be reconsidered. In my case, my main concern with the animatic 
was timing and the length of the film. 
 
With the first draft, I put each shot from the storyboard into the animatic and roughly 
adjusted the timing. This story already contained a lot of ups and downs, and even a complicated 
background history, thus the total duration was too long and had become the priority concern. 
The first draft ended up around 7 minutes and 50 seconds without credits. Considering there 
were multiple characters, underwater actions, backgrounds animations, and special effect 
animations within this piece, there was a high risk that I may not be able to finish on time. As a 
result I greatly needed to compress the length and delete shots or scenes if necessary. 
 
Not surprisingly, it was hard to terminate shots with all the hard work I had done, but 
more than this, I felt I needed to keep every scene from the previous version in the animatic to 
maintain the consistency of the story, so my problem with the length could not be solved so 
easily. This struggle kept holding me back in this process until I received some inspiration from 
my advisor Brian Larson. He told me to think visually instead of logically. For example, early 
on, my original version showed that the boy drowned and the whale saved him by bringing him 
back to the shore, and after Bion got his consciousness back, he met the whale and realized this 
animal was not harmful, and he decided to follow the calling of the whale to explore the ocean. 
However, it took a lot more actions to tell the story this way and it was also hard to express the 
mental changes with body language. Following Brian’s instruction, I began to think about 
rearranging this part. Instead of bringing him back to the shore and then going back to the ocean 
again, I decided to have Bion wake up on the back of the whale after being brought back to the 
ocean’s surface, where he saw the incredible view that he had never seen before, and with this 
excitement, he accepted the whale’s invitation followed him on a journey under the water. That 
solution was more straightforward and saved time for the climax as well. 
 
In the following several versions, I tried to compress the duration of various parts, and it 
worked well. While moving forward with the animatic, I started to focus more on the 
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composition, and how those characters behave and move in the layouts. During this process, I 
realized when I began to plan specific actions and performances, the time of each shot needed to 
be edited as well. Sometimes the actions took more time than allotted previously, or sometimes it 
was shorter. Therefore, in the last few versions of animatic, I tried to make the actions more 
diverse while adjusting the timing of each shot, but keeping the changes as small as possible so 
that it would not interfere with the pace of the entire film. 
 
Character Design 
Throughout the character design process, I faced two main challenges. Firstly, I needed to 
figure out the proportions of the group characters. Secondly, I struggled to keep the consistency 
of visual styles while simplifying the designs for the needs of production. 
 
The biggest challenge was the proportions and consistency of the characters in a group. 
This film contained three main characters: of Bion, the beluga whale, and the chief. There were 
several shots, as planned in the story board, that needed to show two or three of them together in 
the same shot.  
 
As for Bion and the whale, figuring out their proportions was a double process. In my 
original script, the whale saves Bion from drowning and brings Bion back to the ocean’s surface 
on his back. For that reason, the scale of the whale should be reasonably big enough to hold the 
whole body of the boy without much effort. However, another challenge to this was that I needed 
it to be possible to show full-body performance of Bion and the whale within the same layout. In 
order to show their motions and facial expressions better, their scales could not be tremendously 
distinguished from each other. Handling these concerns, I adjusted the proportions of these three 
characters extensively. As you can see in figure (#) below, I adjusted the proportions of the 
characters to this final version. 
 
One of the most important and challenging steps to take was ensuring the characters 
stayed consistent in their visual style, while also simplifying designs to make them easier to 
animate. Based on the original concepts, the layouts and art of this film were composed of lots of 
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stokes and textures, which demanded the characters to be more towards realistic in order to fit in 
with the environment. However, to make them easier to be animated, fewer details make the art 
more manageable, especially for Bion who had more complicated performances. Due to this, I 
thought it would be better to choose more natural ratios of heads to bodies to define the age of 
characters and maintain a sense of realism. Keeping this basic idea in mind, my next step was 
trying to visualize their personality by adding features and details. 
 
(Fig. 4. 5. 1 ) 
 
As for Bion, he was innocent, unaware of any hate or revenge, instead maintaining the 
curiosity and kindness that he was born with. This character is meant to represent the young 
generations, who have not accepted the system of the world, who were born to be pure and kind, 
unconcerned with social structures around nationality, race, gender and so on. From this, I didn’t 
want to make Bion resemble specific group of people, nor did I feel it necessary to clearly 
distinguish his gender, giving him mid-length hair with a somewhat unnatural color. Also, as he 
was born and raised in a village that had been through tough times, his outfit logically wouldn’t 
fit well, so I gave him a loose top and pants. When he appears as his a more grown up Bion, 
nearly a teenager, besides his facial features, I built up his physique a little bit, and yet kept the 




The development the chief saw his design go through several versions. There were 
several aspects to this character remained to be determined by his design, including his age, 
physical strength, and the degree of authority in dress. This character should have been one of 
the villagers to live through the terrible flood and the process of recovering, or at least he should 
be aware of how bad the consequences of this disaster had been. Thus, I started with a younger 
version which was supposed to maintain a quality of stubbornness and authority. However, the 
chief turned out looking more like the elder brother of Bion, which lacks the level of authority I 
wanted. Then I tried to work on an older version, and tried to design in a range of ages, some of 
them were too old and were not able to believably throw the spear to kill the whale; and some of 
them looked more like a cruel tyrant rather than an experienced leader; neither of them were the 
type I was looking for. However, the good part was, after several attempts, I had a clearer idea of 
how the chief should be. It would be better to make him at middle-age, around 40-ish to 50-ish. 
Also, he should be forceful and solemn, but not excessively buff due to his age and the tough 
time he had been through alongside his village. Additionally, his clothes should be well put 
together, but not too overdressed or over-adorned. Following these criteria, I chose a version that 
had a lot of angular edges which would help creating a mechanistic and less-friendly silhouette. 
 
(Fig. 4. 5. 2 ) 
 
Compared with the pointy shape of the chief, the whale was meant to look softer, kinder, 
and more friendly, which would be perfectly conveyed by a roundish shape. In order to make this 
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character easier to animate, I decided to break down this figure in to two basic shapes: a sphere 
as the head and a bean-shape as the body. On top of this, I made the ratio of head and body 1:2, 
which was the same as a young child around 5-7 years old in the film--the same range as Bion. 
That would help to make these two characters more harmonious in a group and would help their 
friendship to be more natural, as they are naturally associated visually. 
 
(Fig. 4. 5. 3 ) 
 
Based on previous experience, I knew character design would need more than one or two 
versions to function properly. Some adjustments may need to be done for the sake of storytelling, 
and some stray errors would be found while getting into animation. In my case, I kept adjusting 
the proportions of Bion and the whale, to make them appropriate for the actions they needed to 
take in specific shots. In addition to this, during a committee meeting, my committee member 
Mari Jaye Blanchard suggested I make the teenager-Bion looked more distinguishable from the 
younger version, or the audience may misunderstand the grown-up version as a mistake of 
drawing off-model. To solve that problem, I changed the hair style of older-Bion into a shorter, 
more streamlined version compared with the younger one. 
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(Fig. 4. 5. 4 ) 
 
Environment Design 
Since the story was fantasy genre and took place in a fishing village that does not exist in 
the real world, I didn’t have to strictly follow the setting of any culture or the style of a specific 
region. Due to this, I decided to choose a specific region and began by referencing the style of its 
buildings, customs, and props to keep consistency in my environment design.  
 
The historical setting I chose for reference was Viking era villages, as they were a culture 
that lived near the ocean and thrived by relying on the sea. Beyond that, they used wood as their 
main material for construction, tools and weapons, which helped to keep an organic feel to my 
designs. While analyzing the style of their buildings, I found they used a lot of repeated elements 
like roundish logs and rough-cut wood that were not precisely polished. This aspect helped to 
maintain a somewhat chaotic aesthetic, which fits well with the dark setting of my story that 
contained a destructive past. The Viking style of construction also contained a lot of triangular 
shapes and negative space, those pointy and edgy elements also gave a feeling of unfriendliness, 
aggression, and intensity, which would also be a precise reflection of the characteristics of the 
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villagers. When it comes to the color palette, the art work with a Viking theme that already 
existed online mostly have low-saturated and limited color ranges. Maintaining a greyish tone in 
my palette could help to keep an authentic and ambiguous feeling in the world of the film. 
 
Inspired by the Viking style, I decided to keep the basic elements and structures, while 
also adding certain details that could help with defining the story. For a story based on a village 
that had been through desperate times and is still in recovery from the ruins, I added some 
elements like broken beams and wood, and repair tools like ladders, while maintaining the 
triangular basic structures. At the same time, I also added some defensive weapons like wood 
fences around the houses to show that villagers were still worried about the disasters they have 
experienced, and still defense of themselves and their property. Fishing nets were also a prop that 
I used frequently to show that the village used to make a living by fishing, although at the time of 
the story they kill whales for their hate. Figure (#) below is a concept art of the environment.  
 
(Fig. 4. 6. 1 ) 
 
For the underwater environment design, I planned to do a similar layout with two 
different color palettes in order to create an opposite atmosphere—terrifying and desperate to fun 
and inviting. The terrifying version would be used when Bion first follows the whale underwater. 
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As his first time breaking into a totally unknown world, his experience was not very positive. 
With caution, uncertainty, and fear, he could not see the beauty of the underwater world, and 
instead he saw a dark, quiet and oppressive scene. To imbue this kind of feeling, I chose a bunch 
of warm-tone low-key colors, relying on hues of green, including a high-key greenish yellow that 
was added to create the creepy lighting in this layout. However, in contrast, the second time 
when he went into the water lead by the whale, he had a totally deferent view. This time, he 
experienced the beauty of the underwater scene, the magical lighting, and the diverse sea 
creatures. In this version, I wanted to create a totally different, pleasant atmosphere and an 
inviting feeling. Inspired by the color palettes of Song of the Sea [2], I tried to use relatively cool-
tone, high-key colors with blueish undertone to build up an adventurous but calming atmosphere. 
I added more active creatures with different ranges of purple to lighten up the scene while 
making in more vivid and dynamic. 
 
(Fig. 4. 6. 2 )  
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(Fig. 4. 6. 3 ) 
 
This approach worked well, making me realize that warm tone is not always the ideal 
way to represent warmth and friendliness, with muddy and greyish greens, it could also give a 
feeling of discomfort and terror. On the opposite side, cool tones can give a mysterious but 
inviting feeling, if the lighting is relatively warmer and soft. The flexible use of different 
compositions of colors helped me to break the coloring stereotype and apply a totally original 
tone to my scenes. 
 
Apart from the main scenes, there were still several locations that need to be designed: 
the bird’s-eye-view layout, which maps out the location of the village and the ocean, and a 
nighttime version of the seashore for the final battle scene. For the bird’s-eye-view layout, 
composition is more important than details; it had to be logical and intuitive how the village 
connects to the ocean so that it could be destroyed by the flood formed from the ocean. The 
fishing village was supposed to be built close to the seashore, however, if it was located on a 
wide-open space on the beach, it is neither visually nor logically believable to show solely the 
buildings buried by water. Therefore, I had to build up a “fence” to trap the village location-wise. 
Getting back to my original inspiration, I researched the typical geographical features of the 
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locations where the Vikings used to live, and also referenced the environment design from other 
artwork and film which based on the Vikings’ homeland. Not surprisingly, I found out that the 
Vikings, lived in the bay areas; this feature was even reflected in their names-- one etymology 
definition claims that the word “Viking” was derived from the feminine “Vik”, which means 
“creek, inlet, small bay”. These ancient people lived with both ocean and mountains. It gave me 
a good basis to design the fishing village from my story as surrounded by water on one side, and 
“fenced” by mountains on other sides. 
 
(Fig. 4. 6. 5 ) 
 
(Fig. 4. 6. 6 ) 
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When it came to the design of the battle scene, the main inspiration and focus was color. I 
attempted to use high contrast colors to represent different characters, and intense lighting to 
tone-up the night view while enhancing the fierce atmosphere. I chose a warm tone color, 
orange, for the beach, to make it look like a burning flame in the night, and also to represent the 
aggressive and fierce nature of the cruel and angry village chief who was standing on the land 
with is spear armed and ready to kill. Opposite this, I used a relatively cool purple for the ocean, 
to represent the calm, peaceful, and innocent nature of the creature who tried to be friendly to 
human beings, and with some fear hiding in the dark tones. Color helped a lot with creating tone 
and atmosphere even more so than the movement and dialogue in this scene. 
 
(Fig. 4. 6. 7 ) 
 
Sound Design 
For the music and sound effects, I asked Shoghi Hayes to be my composer, and Linyao 
Zhang as the sound designer. This was the second time I worked with Shoghi, so we knew each 
other’s workflow and creative process, which made the collaboration more efficient and solid. 
On top of this, we had discussed the timeline of this project ahead of its commencement, so we 
were able to jump right into production. Linyao is a talented composer I got in touch with from 
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The Eastman School of Music who also plays a great role in several projects as a sound designer. 
She is especially good at designing sounds effects of dark and horrific film genres and works 
well with subtle performance and ambience, so I felt she would be a suitable choice for 
designing the sound effects in my film. 
  
During the pre-production stage, I had met with Shoghi several times. I showed him 
several different versions of storyboards as well as the animatic, and we moved back and forth 
several times in adjusting the timing from different perspectives. As an artist who uses his music 
as the tool to tell the story, he had given me some decent advice on adjusting the pace of 
storytelling. The most critical suggestion he gave was to leave some empty spaces after the 
climax, since the audience takes in a great amount of intense information and needs time to 
digest before moving on. Shoghi started to do the first draft and experiment with different 
combinations of instruments right away after our first meeting, so that he could focus on 
composing and adjust the timing after the film was picture locked. 
 
As for the sound effects, I reached an agreement with Linyao to start after all the rough 
animations were done. Since I don’t have any dialogue throughout the film, she only had to 
consider the ambience, environment sounds, and sounds to express the characters’ emotions, as 
well as adjusting sound effects to match the actions.  
 
In addition to this, the voiceover at the beginning played a big role. I already finished the 
first version of recording with Thomas Gasek early on. However, Shoghi suggested that an elder 
lady’s voice may fit better with the subtlety through the entire film, so he helped with finding 
another voice actress and did the second version of recording which in the end became the final 




Introduction to Production 
I moved into the production stage of the film around November 2018. Due to the great 
amount of work that would be needed in the film production, I had to stay on a pretty tight 
schedule to keep up with the deadlines.  
 
Following the original schedule, it was going to take approximately up to six months to 
finish. These following five steps of production need to be covered within this period: animation, 
inking, coloring, backgrounds painting, and post-production. If time allowed, shading by hand 
would also be considered when approaching the final stage. Among these sections, the most 
challenging part was animation, including animation for relatively realistic characters and special 
effects animation of water. I had to learn the principle techniques of animating water and 
intensely researched how whales moved under the water all while continuing to advance the 
rough keys for the other two characters. This meant within such a limited time frame, but with 
tremendous amount of work to be done, the learning and experimentation process would entail 
some risk; the speed with which I could learn and then produce these animated elements was 
somewhat uncertain. Apart from these problems of unpredictability, the development of the 
characteristics of the main character within performance was a priority concern that I need to 
focus on throughout this process. However, through the doubts of all these uncertainties and 
risks, it was imperative that I advance quickly with those aspects that were more familiar and 
solid in my vision and skill base.  
 
Staging and Layout 
After finalizing the character design and the visual style for the backgrounds that fit in 
with my story, the following step that arose was combining the characters with layout. It was 
necessary to test out if their colors would match and how the light would affect their coloring as 
well as how the characters caught shadow. 
 
Since it was uncertain that I may not have enough time to hand-paint the shadows for 
each shot, and since most of the night scenes contains dramatic lighting, I needed a back-up plan 
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to make the characters fit in with the night view without casting shadows. In lieu of painted 
shadows, I planned to adjust the colors of the characters by adding monochrome color filters on 
the original color palettes. For example, in the shot with moonlight at night, I added a cool, 
purpleish-blue filter on the characters and adjusted the opacity, saturation, and brightness until 
the color-on-color layouts looked right. Figures 5. 2. 1 is an image showing the method and 
results of this process.  
 
(Fig. 5. 2. 1 ) 
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In addition to this, following the instructions of my advisor Brian Larson, it would be 
best to pose the characters in layouts with the actions they have in the animatic, in order to test 
out weather the staging worked or not. If not, adjustments could be done before painting the final 
rendered backgrounds. I planned to finish this re-staging process before starting the roughs for 
each shot. Due to this helpful step, I found in some shots that several elements in the mid-ground 
and foreground could be reused, so that I could save some time painting in favor of animation. 
At this point, I realized that I needed to think about how to arrange and organize the materials 
that could be reused. To solve this problem, I named the Photoshop files of linework with their 
respective shot number and grouped those shots that shared the same color palettes into the same 
folders for further use. This process saved me from losing time and unnecessarily repeating 
myself by painting the same elements. 
 
Keeping with the idea of the importance of keeping organized, I started getting into the 
most challenging and labor-intensive process--animation. 
 
Animation 
Generally speaking, there are two different ways of approaching the 2D animation 
process: one is to finish all the keys and in-betweens shot by shot, and the other is to do the key 
frames for the entire piece first, and then come back later to fill in all the in-betweens. 
 
Like everything, these two methods both have their own pros and cons. The advantage of 
finishing each shot one by one is that with all the in-betweens completed, the timing and actions 
could be adjusted more precisely. However, focusing too long on one shot may make it difficult 
to control the overall performance and the pacing of storytelling throughout the film. In addition, 
another disadvantage is the potential that the quality of different shots may vary due to the 
different amount of time and effort into each one. As for the other method, which is to finish all 
the keys first, the obvious benefit is that the high consistency of the animation and the overall 
quality would be better maintained. Also, the picture-locked version would likely be completed 
earlier with all the keys done sooner. Opposing this, the drawback is that going over the whole 
piece over and over again could become exhausting. Also, this method makes it hard to bring in 
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someone else to help at an earlier stage if it is necessary. In my case, I chose to go for the first 
method, which is to finish animating shots one by one, because I wanted to have better control of 
how to distribute my efforts. In my film, there were several shots in the underwater sequences 
and the climax that contained more animation and were the most important parts of telling this 
story, so I wanted to make sure I could handle them first and give attention to the performance. 
Aside from that, I also wanted to have one or two test shots finished with full animation, inking 
and coloring first, so that I could see early on if I could reach the quality I was pursuing, and 
troubleshooting the details sooner rather than later. 
 
In the making of The Legend of Whales, two of my biggest challenges with animation 
were the underwater sequences, and the flood. The underwater sequences, located in the middle 
part of the film, were supposed to be a subtle climax showing how the boy built up a close 
relationship with the whale. As previously planned, the underwater sequences would be formed 
with three mid-shots containing both characters (Bion and the whale), and a wide-shot 
establishing the magical underwater environment. Among them all, the most difficult shot to 
animate was a mid-shot showing the characters traveling under the water, then jumping through 
the surface of the water to take a breath and then diving back down into the ocean again, with the 
camera tracking the entire time. Since the entire film was done in a 2D digital format, I did not 
consider creating a 3D environment for this shot, and instead I decided to use moving flat 
backgrounds to achieve the camera movement. From this, the most challenging part was to 
achieve a changing perspective with a continuously moving background. In the underwater part, 
the characters and the objects were on the same level, however when they were swimming 
towards the surface, the camera went out of the water earlier than the characters and created a 
slight downward angle from above, which meant I had to animate a moving 2D background 
transforming in three dimensions in space with changing camera angles.  
 
When producing this shot, I first animated the two characters along with rough 
perspective lines to indicate the change in space. However, when moving to the next stage to 
consider coloring and painting backgrounds, I realized it is hard to show the changing 
perspective without referencing objects while the characters were moving towards the surface. I 
got stuck in this new issue that I had not considered until my classmate, Guoxiang Zhao, a friend 
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who had helped me in the past with post-production and compositing, advised me by telling me 
to try multiple media tools for this shot. He helped me make a plan to use the 3D camera in After 
Effects to fulfill my desired result. With this method, what I need to paint in the background 
would consist of some separated, layered elements and a large, gradient still-image. It was 
immediately clear this method would help to save a lot of work with painting and coloring, and 
would end with better results. Zhao’s inspiration extended beyond only a single shot, as it 
reminded me to not get stuck using TVPaint as my only software tool in production; I needed to 
think out of the box now and then. By using other software, I occasionally found an easier and 
better way to reach my goal.  
 
As for the flood, which was the climax of the entire piece, I needed to face the challenge 
of animating water by hand drawing. I hadn’t gotten much experience with special effects 
animation before this film. Trapped by a tough production schedule, instead of spending too 
much time researching the physical principles of how water behaved and moved, I wanted a 
more straightforward way to move into production directly. To do this, I chose to learn 
techniques for expressing water in 2D animation from Japanese manga art, “sakuga”, which is a 
featured collection of hand drawing animation clips that contain similar stylistic elements. 
Inspired by a video which is a collection of water effects sakuga by Hironori Tanaka [3], I 
reviewed this piece frame by frame and summarized certain rules of how to effectively visualize 
a flood. First and foremost, I planned to use four colors to define water, defined as such: a base 
color, a light color, a shadow color, and a mid-shade between the base and the shadow. The 
result was satisfactory for the limited time remaining. Below, figure (#) is a color block reference 
of how I dealt with the water in my film. 
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(Fig. 5. 3. 1 ) 
On top of this, I owe thanks to my friend Nelson Caliguia Jr, who is a skilled and talented 
animator. He helped me with animating the ripples with the shots that contain an interaction 
between the characters and the water’s surface. 
 
Inking 
Inking is certainly the process that takes the longest time to finish. I hadn’t moved to the 
inking stage until the beginning of March, and this process was so time consuming, that due to 
my relatively complicated character design, I realized I needed to reach out for help. I owe my 
gratitude to those kind and supportive second year graduate students, as they offered me help 
with some of the shots with relatively minor actions. I especially owe thanks again to Nelson, 
who gave me tremendous support with inking several shots, and helped me by adjusting some of 
the actions of Bion. Without his help, those shots which define the relationship of the boy and 
the whale could not be as vivid and impressive as what I had in the final version. I wouldn’t have 
gotten far without the help of those people. 
 
However, problems always arise in collaboration; although we had pretty good 
experience with teamwork, some issues could not be avoided. The biggest problem I had been 
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facing during this process was that the quality and style of the inked line were hard to maintain. 
Considering the prospect that everyone had their own style with inking and sometimes could be 
very distinct, I had sent them examples of my inking with the model sheets and also specified the 
thickness of lines as well as the stroke. After receiving their first version of inking, I found 
different people did in fact ink differently, especially when it came to staying on model, and at 
that time I realized the importance of animation tie-down, which is a process to fix the rough 
sketches of the characters and bringing them back on model in every key frame. Good tie-down 
was essential so that people could offer their best help with inking. From then on, I made sure to 
tie down every frame before sending out each shot, and the result became much better. 
 
Coloring 
Coloring was also a convenient stage to check the quality of the inking. If all the line 
work was closed with no gaps in the way it was supposed to be, the coloring process would go 
pretty fast by using Coloring/Texturing layers in TVPaint Pro. 
 
In this process, my only concern was whether I should color the outlines of the characters 
or not. According to my original character design, the whale had mono-color outlines while 
Bion’s line works were done with several different colors. Inspired by the colored method that 
had been used in Disney’s traditional 2D animations and some Japanese Manga, inking the 
character with various colors could make the character look more natural as a whole piece. For 
example, by using ocher for the outlines close to the skin, the boundaries of the body joints 
would look less blunt. I had planned to pursue that level of natural style by outlining the 
characters with various colors. However, my tests of two shots proved that the result was not 
worth the time I had spent on it. Inked with multiple or a single color had no big difference once 
color and backgrounds were all added.  
 
Thus, my final decision was to skip that part of coloring outlines, and instead to save that 





Once a tremendous number of files had been piled up on the desktop of my PC, and it 
was getting harder to locate the files I needed, I learned the hard way the importance of keeping 
organized when dealing with independent filmmaking. In order to make daily production easier, 
I used two different organizing methods for google drive and my hard drive. With google drive, I 
created a new folder every day and named it with the date, so I could more easily find the files 
that I had worked on the last couple of days. However with the hard drive, I wanted to make it 
more like a library of this production process, so I named the folders with the name of the 
process of production, and marked the folders and files of “work in progress” and “final version” 




In this film, compositing played a big role, as I had several shots that contained 
underwater scenes and “fake 3D” camera movements. Those effects were very hard to fulfill in 
animation by hand drawing.  
 
As for the software, I chose to use Adobe After Effects since it would be easier dealing 
with layers and creating stages with foreground, mid-ground, and background. Though I had 
gotten some experience with compositing and exporting through After Effects, there were still 
some techniques I was not familiar with, but needed for my film. Fortunately, I had help from 
Guoxiang Zhao, who is an expert with After Effects and he helped me composite those shots that 
needed special effects and camera movements.  
 
For those shots with underwater scenes, he added the underwater lighting effects and 
animated the bubbles in After Effects helping to indicate the movement of the water and the 
actions of the creatures in the ocean. Also, he shaded the characters to match with the lighting in 
the environment better, which help me saved a lot of time, instead of doing it in TVPaint. As for 
the shot with 3D camera movements, he helped me by making a list of the elements I needed to 
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make in Photoshop, and the way in which I needed to export my animation. After I finished 
creating those essentials, he imported them in After Effects and layered them in the way they 
were supposed to be, then he created a 3D camera and carefully adjusted the timing and actions 
of every element. He told me that with a good plan and fully prepared elements beforehand, the 
method would give a better result than animating with hand drawing in TVPaint. This was 
proved by the result as the resulting animation looked better than I expected. 
 
Export and Release Formats 
“Exporting will always take longer than you expect.” I still remember those words that 
my advisor Brian told me again and again. It was so true. Mostly it took several times goings 
back and forth, re-exporting, to make sure every shot had the correct total frame number, and 
there were no glitches between every two shots.  
 
My first round of rendering was from After Effects, which came out as a .mov file, for 
my whole film containing the title sequences and credits that I created with the Adobe software. 
The final file came out to be too large, so I need to compress the film after adding the 
soundtrack. The second round of exporting was done with Preimere, and I put both the movie file 
and the final soundtrack in Preimere to export in the H.264 format. This did a great job with 
compressing the data space while keeping the highest visual quality. 
 
Final Music and Sound Effects 
I sent my picture locked animation to my composer Shoghi Hayes on March 24th, and at 
that time he had already started working on the draft music with my final version of the animatic 
before that date. So with this version, he could start to get his hands on tweaking timing and 
matching the music with actions. The situation was almost the same with my sound designer 
Linyao Zhang. We were sticking to our schedules well. 
 
I had a meeting with Shoghi and Linyao on Apr.13th when they were both in Shoghi’s 
sound mixing studio. During that meeting, we reviewed a put-together file with all of our in-
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progress work. We discussed the timing of several specific sound effects to make them match the 
actions better, and also got rid of some emotional sounds for the characters in order to maintain 
the tone of the whole piece with more subtlety. As for the music, I asked Shoghi to add a more 
significant transitional melody for the metamorphosis in the underwater sequences. Aside from 
this, we also figured out some points where we needed to adjust the volume together. After that 
meeting, the pros and cons in current version of the sound and music were clearer, as well as the 
problems that could be solved without too much effort. This gave me much more confidence on 
hitting the final deadline.  
 
Shoghi sent me a completed version of music a week after his recording, and we were 
both satisfied with it. Then, he invited several musicians to play the music and did a live 
recording. He told me he always prefers to let musicians play the music as opposed to mixing 
instrumental effects generated by the computer. I couldn’t understand his insistence until I heard 
the final recording version. It did contain a more freshness, organic sensibilities, and dimensional 
feeling, and worked better in creating the tone that fit in with my film. I was so glad that I had 
trusted his professionalism and knowledge at the very beginning.  
 
Shoghi turned in the final mixed version which contained both music and sound effects to 
me on Apr. 29th, and everything in that file worked well along with the film. Fortunately, unlike 
other challenges I had during my thesis process, I didn’t have to worry about the music and 
sound in the remaining days ahead the deadline. 
 
Critiques and Response 
Reviewing my film from my own computer versus projected on the big screen were 
totally different experiences. The big screen always enlarged the mistakes I hadn’t found 
beforehand. Luckily, overall, the screening of my film went positively, as the audience liked my 
visual style while also giving me plenty of helpful feedback. 
 
Most of the feedback focused on the path of storytelling, and especially the climax where 
the chief faced off with Bion and the whale, ready for his kill. The path of this part is too slow 
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which weakened the tension. Compared to the efforts that had been used in describing the 
relationship between Bion and the Whale, the conflict between these two factions are not as 
dramatic as it was intended to be, since the actions in these sequences were somewhat repetitive 
and thus did not succeed in showing the increasing speed and heightened atmosphere. Aside 
from the storytelling, the holds at the ending of several shots were too long, causing the clips to 
lose their consistency to a certain extent. Aside from these flaws, the story was conveyed fluently 
and the sound team was recognized for their tremendous contribution to this film. People liked 
my film, which was a great comfort to all the difficulties I had been through in the production 
process. However, I did appreciate the whole experience a lot, and I was proud and satisfied with 
the final results of my hard work. 
 
Conclusion 
Gone through the entire process of making my thesis film, the most precious lesson I earn 
is that well prepared beforehand makes a big different. For a carefully arranged schedule would 
help to keep organized and sticking to the production timeline; and a thoughtful pre-production 
could help to maintain the efficiency and trouble-shooting beforehand. 
 
In my case, there were still aspects in planning shots that I hadn’t clarified before moving 
into production, which left hidden troubles that forced me to face with while overwhelming by 
the tough schedule. In the coming projects that I would deal with in the future, I would be more 
opened minded with multiple medias that could help with production and well planned with the 
elements I may need for each shots, so that I could time the production process better and 
maintain the quality while keeping the efficiency. 
 
Besides, it is also important to involve more people in production process even when 
making independent films, for they could offer meaningful feedbacks from different aspects, and 
help thinking out of the box while getting stuck in troubles.  
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In conclusion, in the future, I would leave more time and effort to the pre-production 
process and be more open minded with different software and techniques. The collaboration of 
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A boy sacrifices himself to protect a whale from being killed by the chief of their village, he 




Hundreds of years ago, in a village located near the ocean, existed a law that whomever saw a 
whale should kill it immediately because the village had been destroyed by a terrible flood 
caused by a whale. At that time, people lost their homes and struggled for many years to rebuild 
their tiny community. As a result, the village elders hated all whales. However, younger 
generations were less and less aware of this history. 
 
A young boy, Bion, plays with a small wooden carved whale in front of a long wall with a series 
of paintings showing the story of the village and a destructive whale. As he happily plays with 
the carving, the village chief quickly grabs it from Bion’s hands and crushes it. The chief spins 
Bion around to show him the paintings on the walls one by one, so he can understand the story of 
a whale’s splash sweeping over the village and destroying it. The chief then spins Bion again so 
he can see the current state of the village, still recovering from the flood while people are 
suffering a lot.  
 
Upset and confused, Bion sulks down the beach alone. As he gently splashes his feet in the 
waves, he sees a white staff floating on the sea, he slightly moves towards the open water, but 
the white object moves again and disappears in the water. Bion, attract by the white object, walks 
deeper and deeper in to the water after it, until his toes no longer touch the sandy bottom below. 
 
Suddenly, waves splashing under his chin seem to wake Bion from his delusion, and he finds 
himself much further away from shore than he planned, so he simply takes a big gulp of air and 
dives below the waves. 
 
Below the water, Bion sees the white object again, only this time he sees the entire thing; it is a 
white whale. Deep in the depths of the sea, the whale happily plays, circling and spinning as if in 
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a game. Bion swims deeper and deeper in order to catch up with the white whale. Soon enough, 
he begins to run out of air, and gasping, inhales water and slowly closed his eyes.  
 
At the surface, Bion erupts from the waves, carried by the white whale. The whale delivers Bion 
to the shore and returns to the sea. Bion struggles to breath, but soon he is awake again, and he 
lifts his body to sit on the beach, he sees the whale looking at him from the water, not far away. 
 
After that day, Bion felt a special connection between him and the whale who saved him. His 
curiosity always brings him back to the ocean to play with the whale. And always the whale 
leads him to see the beautiful scenes in the deep ocean. Time flies, a couple of months pass, and 
they became very close friends, or more like family. They continue their secret daily routine like 
nobody would find out, until one day a villager passing by sees the two playing in the waves and 
tells the chief of their secret meeting. 
 
After playing with the whale in the ocean, Bion comes back to the shore and the whale surfaces 
to keep him company. Much to Bion’s surprise, the villagers have gathered together with the 
chief, spears raised, ready to kill the whale. Bion tries to persuade the chief to change his mind 
but fails. The chief grabs his staff to the restore law in order and to defend his prestige, and turns 
towards the whale. He throws his spear towards the whale. To protect the whale from being 
killed, Bion runs towards the whale and throws his body in the path of the flying spear. 
 
Bion is impaled by the spear and thrust into the air. Magically, he transforms into a whale and 
crashes into the ocean. As a result, this jump causes a massive wage that drown the chief and 
destroys the village. 
 
Under the water, Bion, now a whale himself, meets the white whale and the swim off. 
 






Sometimes fate is a mystery and no matter how much effort you use to make a difference, the 
consequences never change. Though it doesn’t sound like truth; though it may not happen all the 
time, once it occurs, it creates a desperate feeling.   
 
The main idea of this film is to create a desperate feeling. People makes changes in order to fix 
the mistakes they have made or get rid of the threaten that may occur in their life. However, 
sometimes those decisions are too selfish, even sacrifice other people’s (or creatures’) right to 
achieve their goals. A mistake could never be fixed by another mistake, and the transportation 
can’t be avoided by bringing transportation to others. The story could be read as a karma; a 
revenge of nature in consequence of the mistake mankind has made; and the villagers must bear 
now is the result of what you have done. I believe a good story will guide people to think of their 
personal experience or understanding of life and attach them to the films they watch. So, I want 
to try and tell a story that contains the potential to be dug into further and understood on an 
emotional level. 
 
Besides the challenge of storytelling, another reason that drives me to make this film is the 
possibility to apply different visual styles in one film and make them work coherently with each 
other. For I have to animate the paintings on the walls, the actions and movements under the 
water, as well as a disaster like flood; each of them has a lot of potential and opens to me to try 
new techniques, visual effects and larger range of color palettes.  
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